
I ONLY PLAYED 9 HOLES TODAY, DO I NEED 
TO RECHARGE MY BATTERY?
A battery should always be charged as soon as possible 
after each use, it is not designed to be used over 
subsequent days without recharging as this will reduce 
capacity and prevent you completing your round.

SHOULD I FULLY DISCHARGE MY BATTERY 
TO PROLONG ITS LIFE?
Batteries should never be fully discharged as this can risk 
irrecoverable long term damage. Deeply discharging your 
battery will not increase its capacity or lifespan.

CAN I USE ANY CHARGER WITH MY 
BATTERY?
It is important to only use a charger compatible with your 
battery. A Lead-acid charger must never be used on a 
Lithium battery or vice-versa. The safest thing is to use a 
charger recommended by the manufacturer.

WHY IS MY NEW BATTERY STRUGGLING TO 
COMPLETE A ROUND?
A Lead-acid battery can take up to 6 rounds to reach peak 
performance. Lithium batteries are normally stored in a 
part charged state and need to be fully charged before 
their first use.

IF I DON’T REGULARLY PLAY A FULL ROUND, 
WILL THIS AFFECT MY BATTERY’S MEMORY?
Neither Lead-acid nor Lithium batteries have a ‘capacity 
memory’. The most important thing is recharging your 
battery as soon as possible after each use.

I DIDN’T MAKE IT ROUND 18 HOLES TODAY, 
IS THERE A PROBLEM WITH MY BATTERY?
There are many factors which can affect performance 
including the weight of your bag, type of course, weather, 
course conditions and using features such as charging 
ports. Making the trolley work harder such as letting it pull 
you up hills will also have a big effect on your battery! If 
you didn’t make it round 18 holes, the battery should be 
tested to establish if it is faulty, or if there is a problem 
with either the trolley or charger.

IS IT BEST TO LEAVE MY BATTERY ON 
CHARGE?
There is no need to leave it plugged in for extended 
periods. For safety and environmental reasons, it is best to 
fully charge your battery and then unplug everything. The 
battery will hold its charge for at least six weeks before a 
top-up is required.

I DON’T HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO FULLY 
RECHARGE MY BATTERY, SHOULD I CHARGE 
IT FOR JUST A SHORT TIME?
A Lead-acid battery must be fully recharged and should 
never be charged for short periods. A Lithium battery’s 
capacity will be increased by any amount of charging, but 
will need a full recharge to reach maximum capacity.

I AM NOT PLAYING OVER THE WINTER, 
WHAT SHOULD I DO WITH MY BATTERY?
If you have a lead-acid battery, it should be stored 
fully charged and topped up every few weeks. Lithium 
batteries should be left in a ‘half-charged’ state – simply 
use it for your normal round and then charge for 1 ½ 
hours. It can now be left for the whole winter, no need to 
top-up, just recharge fully before your next game.

DOES IT MATTER WHERE MY BATTERY IS 
CHARGED?
It must be charged on a dry, non-carpeted surface in a 
temperature ranging from 10˚C to 30˚C.

I ONLY PLAY 18 HOLES AT A TIME, BUT I 
WANT A BATTERY THAT LASTS AS LONG 
AS POSSIBLE. SHOULD I BUY A LARGER 
CAPACITY BATTERY?
Although a larger capacity battery may complete 18 holes 
for slightly longer, a heavier battery will affect trolley 
performance. Higher capacity lead-acid batteries should 
only be purchased if you regularly play 36 holes in a day. 
Higher capacity Lithium batteries offer a more significant 
benefit and do not cause the performance detriments of 
the Lead-acid equivalent.

I AM THINKING OF GETTING A NEW 
BATTERY, SHOULD I CHOOSE LEAD-ACID  
OR LITHIUM?
Although Lithium is a bit more expensive, it is a much 
better long-term option, which will actually save you 
money! Not only do good quality Lithium batteries last 
significantly longer, they are smaller, lighter, quicker to 
charge and come with much longer warranties.

HOW TO...
CARE FOR YOUR GOLF  

TRUNDLER BATTERY

The above information is intended for use with standard Lead-acid and Lithium golf batteries.  
It is always important to read the manufacturer’s guidelines and follow their instructions.  

This information does not replace advice given by your battery manufacturer. 


